This paper extends the result from Amnon Neeman [4] regarding strong generators in D perf pXq, from X being a quasicompact, separated scheme to X being quasicompact, quasiseparated scheme that admits a separator. Neeman's result states a necessary and sufficient condition for D perf pXq being regular.
Introduction.
In 2003, Bondal and Van den Bergh in [1, Theorem 2.2] , defined what it means for an object to (strongly) generate a triangulated category. The definitions were inspired by the close relation between certain types of triangulated categories having a strong generator and being saturated, i.e., that every contravariant cohomological functor of finite type to vector spaces is representable. Categories that admit a strong generator were then called regular.
Moreover, in the same article Bondal and Van den Bergh showed that whenever X is a smooth variety, D perf pXq is regular if, and only if, X can be covered by open affine subschemes SpecpR i q with each R i of finite global dimension. It was then asked by Bondal and Van den Bergh if one could generalize the condition over the scheme to be quasicompact and separated.
Over the next decade, several steps followed in this direction. First, the case where X is regular and of finite type over a field k was proved by both Orlov [5] , Theorem 3.27, and Rouquier [6] , Theorem 7.38,. This last paper from Rouquier is also responsible for the generality of the following important theorem.
A separator is a morphism with some universal property from a quasicompact, quasiseparated scheme to a particular quasicompact separated scheme, introduced by Ferrand and Khan in [2] .
One direction of the proof of theorem 1.4 is identical to the Remark 1.3, so it remains to show that D perf pXq is regular if X can be covered by affines of finite global dimension. With the assumption of the existence of a separator, the main idea is to pull back the strong generator from the separated scheme and showing that it is again a strong generator in D qc pXq. Not all quasiseparated schemes admits a separator, but several examples may be found in [2] .
Preliminaries.
2.1. Local Isomorphism. This section follows [2, Apendix A]. Another main source, as usual, is [3, §4.4, §5] . This is an important property to introduce because the separator is a local isomorphism, which turns out to simplify the proof of the main theorem 3.7 in Section 3. A local isomorphism is necessarily open, flat and locally of finite presentation [3, 6.2.1] . From the local property of the morphism it also follows that for any point
x is an isomorphism. The reverse direction also holds: if f is locally of finite presentation, and θ x is an isomorphism for all x P X, then f is a local isomorphism [3, 6.6.4] .
isomorphism. If f induces an injection over all maximum points of X, then f is an open immersion.
Separator.
A separator of a morphism f : T Ñ S is another morphism h, which is universal among morphisms from T to separated S-schemes E. This section will follow [2] , which contains in-depth explanations and further properties of separators and local isomorphisms.
A separator of f , or a separator through f , is a morphism of S-schemes h : T Ñ E, with E separated over S, such that the following propreties are satisfied: i) h is a quasicompact, quasiseparated, surjective local isomorphism, and ii) the diagonal morphism ∆ h is schematic dominant.
If S " SpecpZq, we call h a separator of T . We observe that
ii) A morphism f : T Ñ S that admits a separator is quasiseparated. This follows from the fact that the diagonal ∆ f factorize as
where u is the induced morphism from the base change. Since ∆ h is quasicompact, as h is quasiseparated and u is a closed immersion, the composition is quasicompact. iii) If T is integral, property iq of Definition 2.3 implies property iiq of Definition 2.3. The separator has several desired properties, all of which have an in-depth explanation in [2] . We are only interested in the following: 
where the morphisms φ, φ 1 are closed immersions, since both E and E 1 are separated over S. Since ∆ h is schematic dominant by assumption, the conditions on both φ and φ 1 , the requirements for the existence of w are met by the Uniqueness of Schematic Closure [2, A.5.3] .
Hence the diagram
commutes, and the result follows.
Finally, it is important to understand when a separator exists. The following theorem will give some criteria to work with Proof. It suffices to show that T has a cover by affine opens U λ such that the union of every two opens in the cover U λ Y U µ admits a separator.
First, let U, V Ă T be affine opens. Since T is quasi-separated, the intersection of any affine open with U YV is quasi-compact. Recall that a subset Z of a topological space X is said to be retrocompact if Z XU is quasi-compact for every quasi-compact
Hence, it suffices to show that for all retrocompact open U Ă T , hpU q is open and the morphism U Ñ hpU q is a separator of U . That hpU q is open in E follows from the fact that U , by hypothesis, is retrocompact. It remains to show that hpU q is separated over S. Since h is a local isomorphism, we have the induced isomorphism
where u is an isomorphism, since hpU q Ñ E is an immersion. Since iˆi is an open immersion and ∆ h is quasi-compact and schematic dominant, ∆ h 1 is also schematic dominant. Finally, for h 1 be a separator, it remains to show that it is quasi-compact. But h 1 can be expressed as the composition of two quasi-compact morphisms, i.e., 
Strong Generators of a Triangulated Category.
We begin with some definitions, terminology and key properties of a strongly generated category. Most of what is written here follows the first few chapters of [4] .
Definition 2.7. Let T be a triangulated category and G P T an object. The full subcategory xGy n Ă T is defined inductively as follows:
i) xGy 1 is the full subcategory consisting of all direct summands of finite coproducts of suspensions of G. ii) For n ą 1, xGy n is the full subcategory consisting of all objects that are direct summand of an object y, where y fits into a triangle x Ñ y Ñ z, with x P xGy 1 and z P xGy n´1 . Definition 2.8. Let G be an object in a triangulated category T . Then G is said to be a classical generator if T " Y 8 n"1 xGy n and a strong generator if there exists an n P Z ě1 with T " xGy n . Definition 2.9. A triangulated category T is called regular or strongly generated if a strong generator exists.
Remark 2.10.
‚ One might also say that a regular category T is built from G in finitely many steps. ‚ In [4] , a general discussion about different properties of triangulated category, such as being proper or idempotentcomplete follows. It also gives insight about the importance of studying such objects. The difference between the categories xGy n and xGy rA,Bs n is that xGy rA,Bs n allows arbitrary coproducts, but restrict the allowed suspensions to a fixed range from A to B.
Operations between subcategories.
There are several ways to create a new subcategory from others. Some of them will be defined in this section, which follows [4] . Definition 2.12. Let T be a triangulated category with A and B two subcategories of T . Then: i) A ‹ B is the full subcategory of all objects y for which there exist a triangle x Ñ y Ñ z with x P A and z P B. ii) addpAq is the full subcategory containing all finite coproducts of objects in A. iii) If T is closed under coproducts, then AddpAq is the full subcategory containing all (set-indexed) coproducts of objects in A iv) If A is also a full subcategory, then smdpAq is the full subcategory of all direct summands of objects in A.
Note that the empty coproduct is 0, hence 0 P addpAq Ă AddpAq for any A.
Definition 2.13. Let T be a triangulated category and A a subcategory. Define: i) coprod 1 pAq :" addpAq; coprod n`1 pAq :" coprod 1 pAq ‹ coprod n pAq.
ii) Coprod 1 pAq :" AddpAq; Coprod n`1 pAq :" Coprod 1 pAq ‹ Coprod n pAq.
iii) coprodpAq :" Y 8 n"1 coprod n pAq. It can also be shown that Coprod 1 pCoprod n pAqq " AddpCoprod n pAqq " Coprod n pAq. Hence Coprod n pCoprod m pAqq Ă Coprod nm pAq.
The following lemma may be found in [4, Lemma 1.7] and will be used once to prove the next corollary. Proof. Let x be a compact object in Coprod n pBq. The identity map 1 :
x Ñ x is a morphism from the compact object x to x P Coprod n pBq. By the previous Lemma ??, the morphism factors through an object b š n pBq. Thus x is a direct summand of b and the results follows.
The same proof holds be removing the subscript n, which proves item (ii).
The next three results follow from these definitions with proofs found in the background section from [4] .
Lemma 2.17. Let T be a triangulated category with coproducts, and let B be an arbitrary subcategory. Then
Coprod n pBq Ă smdpCoprod n pBqq Ă Coprod 2n pB Y ΣBq. " smdpCoprod N pGrA, Bsqq always holds. Furthermore, one has the inclusions:
From these two results, one concludes that regarding finiteness conditions there is no loss in generality when working with Coprod n pGrA, Bsq instead of xGy rA,Bs N , and smd will not change the finiteness of the category generated by GrA, Bs. So we may work with Coprod n pGrA, Bsq, which behaves well with smd and the ‹ operations.
We end this section with a brief discussion about the Coprod n pGrA, Bsq subcategory. As stated in [2.11] , Coprod n pGrA, Bsq is a full subcategory. Together with Remark 2.18, we may let the suspensions free by considering Coprod n pGr´8, 8sq. This means that any object x P Coprod n pGr´8, 8sq factors through Coprod n pGrA, Bsq for integers A and B. As usual, is it possible that T " Coprod n pGr´8, 8sq, which motivates the following definition. Definition 2.20. Let T be a triangulated category with coproducts and G P T an object in T . Then, T is said to be fast generated by G if T " Coprod n pGr´8, 8sq.
When G is a compact object, Corollary 2.19 tells us that if T " xGy r´8,8s n , then T is fast generated. In this paper, we will always consider the case when G is a compact generator.
2.4. The D qc pX sep q case. Let X sep be a quasicompact separated scheme. One may consider the category D qc pX sep q, which is the unbounded derived category of cochain complexes sheaves of O Xsep´m odules with quasicoherent cohomology, and let D perf pXq be the subcategory of compact objects.
Although the main result is about D perf pXq, the next result is the reason why we may work over the bigger triangulated category D qc pXq, which contains coproducts for X quasicompact, quasiseparated and moreover is compactly generated. Proposition 2.21. Let X be a quasicompact, quasiseparated scheme and G P D perf pXq be a compact generator of D qc pXq. If D qc pXq is fast generated by G, then G strongly generates D perf pXq.
Proof. Consider B " tΣ i G, i P Zu. Then Corollary 2.16 gives that D perf pXq " smdpcoprod n pBqq, which implies that G strongly generates D perf pXq.
The path should be clear by now. With the conditions of Theorem 1.4, if we show that D qc pXq is fast generated by a compact generator, then by the above Proposition 2.21 the main result will follow.
We finish this section with two more results from [4] stated without proof. 
Schemes with Separator
Throughout this section, assume X to be a quasicompact, quasiseparated scheme with separator f : X Ñ X sep . Without lost of generality, X may be written as X " U Y V with U and V quasicompact open subschemes of X. Let V to be affine and Z be the closed complement of U on X, i.e., Z " XzU . Then Z Ă V and we have the commuting diagram Proof. First, we show that f˚j˚P is supported on Z š W , by viewing Z as Z " XzU and W as some closed subset of U Ă X. Now it suffices to show that the pullback of f˚j˚P to the intersection U X V is zero. That would imply that there exist a closed subset in XzV Ă U , say W , that contains the remainder (if any) of the pullback via f of j˚P that is not in Z.
Since the diagram
is commutative (every map, except f is an open immersion), Z Ę U X V , using the counit equivalence map one can see that
Hence, f˚j˚P » R ' S, with S supported on W Ă U and R supported on Z Ă V . Finally, since V is separated and f is a local isomorphism on separated open subschemes, the restriction of f˚j˚P to V is i˚P , i.e., i˚P » R.
Therefore f˚j˚P » i˚P ' Q and the result follows.
The next goal is to show that the pullback of a compact generator via a separator is again a compact generator. This will be done in several steps. First, notice that the isomorphism over separated opens property from the separator induces locally the notion of "non separated points". Those are the points in an open affine for which the separator is not an isomorphism. With that in mind, it is possible to prove that the pullback via a separator of a compact generator is a compact generator. Proposition 3.5. Let f : X Ñ Y be the separator. If G P D perf pY q is a compact generator, then f˚G P D perf pXq is a compact generator.
Proof. Since X is quasicompact and quasiseparated, it suffices to show that the restriction of f˚pGq is a generator for any affine open and for any quasicompact open subscheme of X.
For the affine case consider the commutative diagram
The restriction to V is indeed a generator, since fˇˇV is an isomorphism on f pV q, i.e, i˚f˚pGq " pf˝iq˚pGq " pfˇˇV q˚G " G DqcpV q where G DqcpV q is the restriction of G to D qc pV q.
Notice this remains true if we replace V by any separated open subscheme of V , a fact that will be used soon.
Next, one proceeds with the case of some quasicompact, quasiseparated open subscheme, say U Ă X, by induction on the number of affines covering U . The case where U can be covered by only one affine is exactly the case above. So we may assume U may be covered by n affines and the property is true for any quasicompact, quasiseparated subscheme covered by up to n´1 affines.
Let V be some open affine from the cover of U and let W be the union of the other n´1 affines, i.e. U " V Y W . Let Z V Ă V be the closed subscheme of non separated points of V . Let L " V X W . We have three morphisms i : V ãÑ U , j : W ãÑ U and k : L ãÑ U .
Let F P D qc pU q and consider the square Hom D qc pUq pf˚G, F q Hom D qc pW q pj˚f˚G, j˚pFHom DqcpV q pi˚f˚G, i˚pFHom DqcpLq pk˚f˚G, k˚pFin the derived category, where an abuse of notation was used for f " fˇˇU .
The goal is to show that the restriction of f˚G to each category is a compact generator. By the induction hypothesis, the restrictions of f˚G to W, V are generators in each respective derived category.
For the purpose of the proof, one may assume that W X Z V " H, as one may consider the complement of pZ V q c " U zZ V and defineŴ " W X pZ V q c . Indeed, withĵ :Ŵ ãÑ W the open immersion, it suffices to show that the further restriction j˚j˚f˚G is again a generator. Notice that for any H P D qc pŴ q such thatĵ˚H " 0, one has that H " 0, as pĵ˚HqpU q " HpU XŴ q. So 0 " Hompĵ˚f˚G, Hq " Hompf˚G,ĵ˚Hq implies thatĵ˚H " 0, which implies that H " 0. Hence, even thoughŴ may be covered by more than n´1 affines, one may replace W forŴ and still get the same square of Homs as before, with the restriction of f˚G being a compact generator forŴ .
Therefore, without loss of generality assume that U " V Y W , with W X Z V " H. In particular, L X Z V " H. Now L is an open separated subscheme of the affine V , hence the restriction of f˚G to L is again a generator. Assume that Hom DqcpUq pf˚G, F q " 0. Then, the proof will follow if F " 0.
By adjunction, one have that f˚F rns " 0 for all n P Z. Consider the localization sequence D qc pU on Zq Ñ D qc pU q Ñ D qc pLq in the derived category over k : L ãÑ U with Z the complement of L, which induces the triangle
Applying f˚, one obtains the triangle f˚M Ñ f˚F Ñ f˚k˚k˚F.
By the hypothesis, the middle term is zero, and hence f˚M r1s » f˚k˚k˚F . The claim is that k˚F " 0. If that was not the case, the support of k˚F would not be empty, which would imply the existence of a point p P L such that p P Supphpk˚F q. Let U p Ă L be some neighborhood of p that satisfies the condition for p in Supphpk˚F q. Consider the diagram
After a diagram chase, one sees that f˚k˚k˚F " k˚pfˇˇLq˚k˚F " pk˝fˇˇLq˚k˚F.
By the definition of the derived pushfoward functor, the cochain complex evaluated at U p Ă U sep agrees with k˚F , i.e., pf˚k˚k˚F qpU p q " ppk˝fˇˇLq˚k˚F qpU p q " pk˚F qppk˝fˇˇLq´1pU p" k˚F pU p q So pf˚M r1sqpU p q " k˚F pU p q, but that is absurd, since U p » f´1pU p q would imply that p R Z is in the support of M r1s P D qc pU on Zq. Therefore k˚F " 0.
Going back to the square of morphism, the top left term is 0 by hypothesis and the bottom right is also zero, since k˚F " 0. Hence the whole square is zero. That means that each restriction of F is zero, i.e., j˚pF q " i˚pF q " k˚pF q " 0 Using another square, now for D qc pU q, one may glue each restriction back to F . Hence F " 0 as desired.
To prove the main theorem, a standard induction argument over the covering of X will be used. The following proposition will provide the induction hypothesis needed. The notation of subschemes and morphisms will follow the diagram shown in the beginning of this section. Proof. First, by Proposition 2.4, X being covered by affine subschemes of finite global dimension implies X sep also can be covered by affines with the same properties. Hence, by Theorem 2.23 there exists a G that fast generates D qc pX sep q.
Let G be the generator of D qc pX sep q as above. One can fit f˚G into a triangle Q f˚G u˚u˚f˚G » u˚o˚G , so it suffices to show that Q P Coprod N pf˚Gq for some N P Z.
Let Q be as above. Since Q vanishes on U , and V is assumed to be affine, by Thomason-Trobaugh there exists a closed subscheme Z Ă V and P P D qc pV q such that Q » i˚P .
By Theorem 2.23 there exists a fast generator G 1 P D qc pV q. Hence, there exists
But, by Proposition 3.3, i˚G 1 is a retract of f˚j˚G 1 , which again by Theorem 2.22 is in Coprod N pf˚Gq for some N . Hence Q P Coprod N pf˚Gq, proving that u˚o˚G is indeed generated by f˚G. Now we move to the main Theorem 1.4. The goal is to show that one may pull back a fast generator via a separator and obtain a fast generator. By Proposition 2.21, this implies Theorem 1.4. Theorem 3.7. Let X be a quasicompact and quasiseparated scheme that admits a separator f : X Ñ X sep and let G be a compact fast generator of D qc pX sep q. Assume X can be covered by affine subschemes SpecpR i q with each R i of finite global dimension. Then there exists an object H in D perf pXq that fast generates D qc pXq.
Proof. First, we notice that by Lemma 3.5, f˚G is already a compact generator. Hence, it suffices to show that it is a fast generator. We proceed by induction on the number of affines in the cover of X to show that f˚G is indeed a fast generator.
The case n " 1 means that X is affine, hence separated. Therefore, the separator f is an isomorphism and f˚G " G.
Assume the theorem holds for any scheme which admits a cover by up to n affines SpecpR i q, each R i with finite global dimensions. Suppose that X can be covered by n`1 affines U i " SpecpR i q, each R i with finite global dimensions, i.e., X " Ť n`1 i"1 U i . Let U " Ť n i"1 U i and V " U n`1 , so X " U Y V . Assume we are in the same situation as the previous diagrams.
Let G P D qc pX sep q be a fast generator. Since the restriction of f to U is also a separator, by Lemma 3.5, the restriction of f˚G to U , i.e. u˚f˚pGq " o˚pGq is a compact generator. By induction hypothesis, there exists G 1 that fast generates D qc pU q. Since G 1 is compact and is in the subcategory generated by coproducts of o˚pGq, without loss of generality we may take o˚G to be the fast generator of D qc pU q. Now, by Proposition 3.6, there exist N such that u˚o˚G P Coprod N pf˚Gq.
In similar fashion, since V is an affine open from X, we may take j˚G as a fast generator of D qc pV q.
Using another localization sequence, one obtain the triangle H f˚G i˚i˚f˚G " i˚j˚G in D qc pXq for H not supported in V . That implies that there exist some P P D qc pU q such that H " u˚P . By the previous paragraph, D qc pU q is fast generated by o˚pGq, which implies that H P Coprod L pu˚o˚Gq, for some L ą 0. Since u˚o˚G P Coprod N pf˚Gq, one obtains that H P Coprod LN pf˚Gq. Therefore, there exists M ą LN ą 0 such that i˚j˚G P Coprod M pf˚Gq.
Let T " U X V and t : T Ñ U be the inclusion. Then, any object F P D qc pXq fits in the triangle u˚rt˚t˚u˚Σ´1F s F u˚ru˚F s ' i˚ri˚F s.
Thus, F belongs to ru˚pD qc pU qs ‹ ru˚D qc pU q ' i˚D qc pV qs which is contained in
Therefore D qc pXq is fast generated and the result follows 
